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BICEiýCTBIC CClTROL 6Y6TENS

A. Kobrinskiy

Doctor of Technical jciences

In 1958, the tenth issue of our journal was devoted almost
entirely to probler;ms of radio-electronic methods in medicine and
biology. wince that time many interesting events have taken place,
a number of original works have been carried out, and new elec-
tronic instruments for medicine and biology have been created.
Consider the All-Union Conference on h1edical Electronics, several
international conferences, the attraction of engineers and physi-
cists to research organizations occupied with solving biological
problem-s, the training in a number of Technical institutions of
specialists in medicine and biology, the theoretical works of
physicists and mathemeticians in the areas of higher nerve activ-
ity, bioenergetics, electrophysiology, the structure and functions
of living cells, etc.

Although the work on the border line of the exact and natural
sciences is still unfolding, even today a number of encouraging
practical attainments car, be "eted in this area. The prosthesis
of the ar;,, with bicelectric control, created by a group of Soviet
scientist, and which received high recognition in our country as
well as abroad, should be added to this number.

Besides the directcr of operations, a specialist in the theory of
mechenisn.s and m-achines, A. Ye. Kobrinskiy, the following people
took part in the developmer.t and investigation of systems of bio-
electric control: Doctor of 1,edical mciences B. P. Popov, Electro-
physiologist aýd Cendidare 0f i edical mciences V. S. Gurfinkel',
Candidate of Biological nciences Ya. L. .5lavutskiy, Candidates of
Technical nciences Ya. ý. Yakobson and L. i-ý Ioffe, Candidate of

Physicomathelwatical .,ciences i. L. Tsetlin, Radio Engineers Ye. F.
Polyan and A. Ya. hysin, 6tructural Engineers %L G. Breydo and h. V.
Bolkaovitin, and alsu Pnysician-Prcsthetisist L. i., Voskoboynikova.
The joint endeavor cf ýo wide a circle of specialists working in
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various areas of science and engineering are to a considerable
extent responsible for the practical successes attained.

The working of prcstbesis with bioelectric control is based
upon the fact that a signal-comaand about some action, which is
sent by a nerve fiber to a kinetic muscle, is acccapenied by
weak electrical signals. These sijnals may be recorded along
the entire path from the brain tc the Luscle. They are biocur-
rants, drawn from kinetic muscles and used to control prosthetic
mechanisms.

Without a doubt the positive results obtained in the area of
bioelectric control will open many extraordinarily interesting
perspectives.

Over 150 years ago, the famous Italial scientist Galvani established that liv-

ing tissue reacts to electrical stimulation. Later it vas discovered that most

processes in living organisms are accompanied by electrical signals.

In the area of study of bicelectric phenomena, substantial resultshave been

attained so far. A.ore or less detailed studies have been made of the amplitude

and frequency characteristics of the biocurrents of the brain (electroencephalo-

graphy), the heart (electrocardiography) and the sensitive elements of the retina

of the eye (electroretinography). Considerable attention has been and is being

devoted to the study of biocurrents of the skeletal muscles (electromyography),

which are used for bioelectric control.

ill motion of a living organism is preceded by a change in the biocurrents in

the corresponding muscles, which realize the motion. This is illustrated by Fig. 1,

where the mechanogram 1 (graph of motion) of the bendin6 of the wrist and the

myogram 2 (graph of biocurrent) of the L-usculus flexor of the wrist are recorded

simultaneously. The com-and to bend the wrist is sent by a light signal, the

appearance of which es recorded at point a. The time interval from the moment of

sending the command to the moment of biocurrent formation in the muscle and the

time interval characterizing the delay of motion relative to the moment of biocur-

rent formation are clearly visible in the photograph.

Biophysicists and electrophysiologists have devoted a great deal of effort to
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the study of bioelectric signals. Infcrmaticn is transmitted by these signals

from the sense organs to the brain, and frcm the brain to other organs, for example,

to kinetic muscles. One of the most i;m.portant results of these studies was the

discovery of the so-called "all or nothing' law. It was found that if stimulation

applied to a nerve cell does not reach a definite threshold value, no signal is

formed in the nerve fiber. ý signal appears only if stimulation exceeds the thresh-

old value. In this case discrete pulses are transmitted by the nerve fiber. The

higher the frequenc. of the pulses the nigher the level of stimuletion. The ampli-

tude of the pulses is not a function of the level of stimulation and always remains

constant (on the order of C.1 v). The rate of pulse propagation through the nerv-

ous system does not exceed 100 m/sec, while the frequency of pulses may reach 30C

to 500 cps.

It is irteresting to note that si:ailar sets of discrete electric signals are

used widely for progranming the o,.cst varied modern autoeatic systems. Examples are:

high-speed computers, systerzs of digital control of lathes, and a number of others.

Cf course, the analcgý in the given case has a purely external nature. The nature

of c0ahaand pulses in a machine and in a living organism is completely different,

as well as the methods of ecdinE and transmitting these pulses to the executing

organs.

The proble:m of using bicelectric signals to control e;.gineering devices may

in itself be divided into a number of sim.ple pruble~s: a) the development of effec-

tive methods of re:Lovinz tioelectric signals frcr- a living organism; b) the creation

of methods and Qevices far amplifying and decoding these signols in order to sep-

arate useful inforuation about commands reaching the poirnts of biocurreLt re.ovel;

c) the development of execution wechaniss which realize a givern program of action;

and d) the creation when necessary of special devices to provide feedback between

the engineering device anz the living organism.

The first mock-up of a bicelectric control system in the form of a artificial
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;.aw was made in 1957. It was controlled by muscle biocurrents, which flexed

a)tnied the fingers. The biocurrents were picked up by electrodes installed

in a special bracelet placed around the controlling muscles of the forearm.

Fig. 1. Flexing of wrist:
1 - mechanogram of motion,
2 - myogram.

In this method of biocurrent pickup, the signal has a c•mplex noise character

(curve 2, Fig. 1). TAs is explained by the fact that the biocurrents represent

the total effect of the action of a set of fiber6 of the given iuscle, and. also of

numerous oscillations from the fibers of neighboring muscles, which create an

additional noise background. Therefore, it is first of all necessary to process

this ccdiplex bignal so that useful information about ccm=ands may be separated from

it. The comiands go from the central nervous system to the :1.uscle and control its

voltage level.

So far only one signal parameter, its strength, has been used as a carrier of

useful irnformation in bioelectric control systems. nigrnal strength is within defi-

nite limits a linear function of the voltage level of the i uscle. The biocurrents

picked up are first amplified (see schematic in Fig. 5), after which the wave envel-

ope is separated which characterizes the average signal strength. It is thispar-

ameter that was used for control. However, in the first mock-up, where a differen-

tial step-by-step switch was used as the electrical conductor, it was found neces-

sary to introduce still another conversion. As a result, the ccntrcl p.ogram was

in the final analysis a set of discrete signals of ccnstant a•jplitude, frequency

modulated in accordance with the awplitude envelope (Fig. 4). This conversion was

accomplished by a relaxation thyraton. The first mock-up wa: an analog of the

pro&Taniing method used in the so-called open-circuit step-by-step digital control

systems.
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Fig. 2. Biocurrent pickup by
electrodes.

electrodes

flexor .dgitcrum;, s5,blirds
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Fig. 3. . che.-atic diagjas of bioelectric control system:
1 - aiplifier; 2 - rectifier; 3 - scope; 4 - execution organ.

Fi g. 4. Conversioil of signal

into a set of frequencv-modu-
lated pulses.

In constructing the first iock-up, the aim was to checr. the validity of the

initial idej and to find out whether it is. pos6ible to use muscle biocurrents to

control engineering devices. haturally, problems of decreasing the weight and

dim.iensions of too system, and problemns of its reliability and life, gave rise to

the second plan.

After the experiments on the first mock-up confirmed the validity of the

initial assupticns, work was started on the second mock-up (Fig. 5), which was

designed for the exptri;-eital study of operator trainability and the testing of

the reliabilitv and life of tfe individual components of the systemi., namely,
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intliaturo semiconductYor biocurrent amplifiers (Fig. 6). &he execution mechanisms

for operating the hand in this ic( :k-up were electrohydraulic joints, which are

usx; in the construction of machines having digital control.

Fig. .. Second mock-up of a bioelectric
control systemn.

An experinent run in the process of developing and studying the first two

mock-ups made it possible to move to the solution of an iL.;ortant practical prob-

lem-the prosthesis of the forearm- with bicelectric control. The problem was the

usual one in prosthesis, that of the partial restoration of functions lost as a

reault of amputation. However, distinguished from the existinS method of prosthesis

of the forearm, it -was now possible to use external poa.wr sources for control,

not muscular power. Control is accomplished b; the bioelzctric signals formed

in excised "uscles of the forear". It is cbvious that taose genieral requirements

which arise in the marking of any pcrtable device were taken into accto,ý,t in the

development of prosthesis; lightness, small diLeisionC, reliability and good out-

ward appearance.

The execution crgan was made in the form- of a hanid whose fingers closed in a

pinching position. The operatiag Lechanism of the hand was designed in such a way

that in grasping and opening, the thumb and a unit of the four fingers moved
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simultaneously. To control this hand it was necessary to use two independent

signal sources; one for grasping and the other for opening. The operation was

accomplished with a reversible motor with a special gear mechanism.

'1 r
1  ,)7 1
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-ig-. 6. _che:L-tic dia•razi cf tae electronic control circuit.

S /Fig. 7. Prosthetic forearm uith

/ bicelectric control, 1 - elec-

S// trodes; 2 - electronic unit with
current source; 3 - execution
organ.

The -i-n~l sources tne tocse ýrups of f:uscles of the stuap to which pros-

thesis is to be applied, which in a healthy person accomplish the functions of

flexirw the wrist nr.d fiýrs. Owing to tnis, the coordination habits which applied

before a'.putation are used for control.

iigure 7 shows a crawiny of tn, first prosthetic fcrear- with bicelectric

conitrol.

In the fir.t :;,oe-urs feedbcack was accomplished visually. Tne operator of the

zitock-up fcllowed toe position cf the artificial hajnd directly and in accordance

with ais observations 3e.d nzatural iz.teitions, aTplied the apprcpriate muscle.

Lata7, Isenrsin," nthods •ere put forth, in. particular the use of a vibrator

(of the typo used in a hearii_.-aid bone-conduction earpiece), to which signals

proportional to the g.ficring of the hand are sent fron. the circuit of the u.otor.

However, the first experizents showed that prosthesis, eve:. if not equipped
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with special devicesa was to a certain eztent ýseisitivt,' aiiincc th2 s;ources of'

th.' eedback signals were weak •ioises and vibrat"ions, which aeeompAnied the opera-

tlrm of the raotor. The created the "sensing" of the working regime of the system

and, in particular, the fource with which the artificial hand grasped an object.

The first experiments showed that the use of bioelectric systems introduces

n4e possibilities in the application of prosthesis. The bioelectric prosthetic

ft: Arm in no way hinders the motion of tho prosthetized limb. Control of the

prosthetic appliance does not require considerable strength and is freely accomp-

lished in any position of the arm.

Regarding the dynamic qualities of prosthesis with bioelectric control, they

L.ay be judged frGm the cscillojraz in Zig. 8.

closing Y opening Fig. 8. Recording of motion
--= / "Z"= - cycle of prosthetic devices

2-. • -'--1 1, 2 - myograms of ausculus

ýJý FA Iflexor and Lmusculus extensor
MIMI respectively; 3 - recording

- •of "grasping" motion;

.4 - recording of force exert-
ed by the hand.

There is no doubt that the further develcpment of works in the use of muscle

biocurrents for control purposes in an important task. Because of this there is

great interest in the question of whether it is possible to further miniaturize the

circuits carrying inficrmation from a living organism to an external device. For

example, will it be possible for the operator to use not the biocurrents from the

muscles for control, but to use directly the biocurrents of the central nervous

syst.m, biocurrents from the brain'

A large branch of biophysics, electroencephalography, is occupied with the

study of bioelectric processes in the human brain. In recent years, these proces-

ses have been studied intensely by physicists and mathematicians. Devices for

picking up and processing bioelectric signals are continually being improved. There-

fore, it will be no surprise if, in the not too distant future, technological
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methods reach a level which will allow problems on the direct use of the brain's

biocurrents for control to be solved.
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